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Bowling Green sets example for energy conservation
City ahead of
University by using
renewable resources
By Amanda Hooper
RIPOSTED

As world advocates meet in
Montreal this week to discuss
the Kyoto treaty in an effort to
reduce green house gases, and

try to win American support,
some small towns, like Bowling
Green, Ohio, are ahead of the
fray.
Usually college campuses are
the breeding ground for environmental awareness, but in
this corner of Northwest Ohio, it
appears that the city of Bowling
Green is setting an example for
the University.

"The town is way out of head
in doing things that are environmentally sound, while the
University is middle of the road
with environmental activities,"
said Gary Silverman, professor
of environmental health.
The city currently generates
20 percent of its energy usage
from renewable resources,
according to city utilities direc-

tor, Kevin Maynard. With a
combination of wind turbines,
hydroelectric power, methane
generated from landfills and a
solar energy project i n conjunction with the University, they
are setting an example for the
future of energy conservation.
Unlike mandates passed
down through the federal government, like in nations who

Coffee shops
cut the cords

signed on to the Kyoto protocol.
the impetus for BowlingGrecn's
green energy is internal.
"We .ire owned by our consumers, so we are sensitive to
their needs." Maynard said.
Me is adamant that, as lung
as the customers continue to
show interest in pursuing };HVII
energy, the city will comply.
Off-campus students can

support green energ) with
other cit\ residents by opting

to pay a surcharge on their
utilities Hill III Inn energ) from
renewable resources.
Maynard s.ns thai about 450
people, representing 3.2 percent of all customers, are signed
on to the program,
ENERGY. PAGE 2
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Wireless Internet useful
on campus, but limited
in downtown restaurants
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REPORTER

With finals week just around die corner, students who
want to use wireless Internet access as part of their
cramming either on campus or off, will find themselves with a mixed bog of success.
Only a handful of locations on East Wooster Street
and South Main Street in Bowling Green offer wireless access to patrons.
All told, there are currently 72 buildings on campus, including two at Firelands, that offer wireless
access, but that number can be misleading because
only !5of them have access available throughout the
entire building.
Among those 72, every on-campus residence hall
has some level of access, but only two of them—Kohl
Hall and the Offenhauer towers — are fully covered.
In other buildings, the amount of wireless
access can range from several floors — such
as Saddlemire Student Services building,
which has access on its 1st, 2nd and
4th floors — to single rooms, such
as a lounge.
Still, out of the 15 buildings that
are fully covered, only Fine Arts is
open to students 24 hours a day.
Yesterday, the lerome Library,
which also has full wireless access
and has laptops with wireless
Internet cards available to borrow
for use there, began extending its
hours until 2 a.m. until Thursday
of finals week.
Terrell lohnson, freshman, said
that he used wireless Internet at
the Library "three or four times
a week."
"I don't have to bring my own
[laptop], 1 can just use the ones
here," lohnson said.
Colleen Coughlin, the coordinator
of circulation for Access Services at
the Library, said that they had seen an
unusual increase in student use of the laptops this semester.
"It's been very interesting this semester," Coughlin
said. "Probably about mid-October, every night
they're all checked out."
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FIGHT BEGINS: Saddam Hussein and seven others lace charges that
(hey ordered the killing of nearly 150 people in 1982.

Saddam, defense
burst out in court
Judge tries to
maintain order as
first witnesses testily
By Hamza Hendawi
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq—The first witnesses in the Saddam 1 lussein
trial offered chilling accounts
yesterday of killings and torture using electric shocks and
a grinder during a 19112 crackdown against Shiites, as the
defiant ex-president threatened
the judge and tried to intimidate a survivor.
One witness said he saw a
machine that "looked like a
grinder" with hair and blood
on it in a secret police center
in Baghdad where he and others were tortured for 70 days.
I le said detainees were kept in
"1 (all 63."
But defense lawyers questioned the reliability of witnesses who were only 15 and 10 at

WIFI, PAGE 2

the time and walked out of the

tumultuous session when the

judge refused to allow fbfmei
U.S. Attorney General Ramsej
(I.uk in address the conn on
Saddams behalf Ihej returned
alter the judge relented.
Throughout the daylong
session. Uriel lodge Ui/gar
Mohammed Aniin snuggled to
maintain order among boisterous defense outbursts. Saddam
and his co-defendant and hall
brother, liarazan Ibrahim, gestured and shinned together,
"long live Iraq!"
"Everyone must remain
calm and be civil," Aniin s.ii.l
repeatedly
Saddam and his seven codefendants could he banged
if convicted cm charges stemming from the di'alhs of more
than 140 Shiites in the town
of Dujail after an assassination

attempt in 1982.

TRIAL. PAGE ?

Historical and traditional aspects of Kwanzaa to be celebrated
Center sponsors event,
offers entertainment
and Soul Food dinner
BylessicaZamampa
REPORTER

Kwanzaa, which means "first
fruit" in Swahili, is an AfricanAmerican and Pan-African holi-

day, created by Mai ilana Karenga,
a professor at California State
University, Long Beach. It is celebrated from Dec 26 to Jan. 1.
Chase Bailey, a sophomore
who celebrates Kwanzaa with
his family, does not celebrate the
holiday as most others do.
Gifts are generally given to children, but Bailey and his lamity

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

exchange gifts each days that rep resent the meaning of each of the
seven days' principles. The principles are unity, or Umoja; selfdetermination, or Kujichagulia;
collective work and responsibility, or Ujima; cooperative economics, or Ujamaa; purpose, or
Nia; creativity, or Kuumba; arid
faith, or Imani, according to the

WEDNKMY

official Kwanzaa Web site.
"Every year for 'Nia' |the day
that signifies 'purpose,'11 give my
mom a rose because it shows I
appreciate her purpose, which
was to give me life,'' Bailey said.
Also part of the Bailey family's celebration is a meal of Soul
Food, which includes macaroni
and cheese and chicken.

THURSDAY

Snow

High:21"
Low:10-

f*S"

"The food was given to our
ancestors who were slaves in the
South," Bailey said.
Even though Kwanzaa should
not be mixed with any other cultures, another meal during thai
week is usually tacos for Bailey
and his family.
Since Bailey is also part Cuban,
his family likes to incorporate

FRIDAY

Partly
Cloudy

High:27Low: 12"

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM

their Latino heritage into the
celebration as well, even though
tacos are Mexican, not Cuban
according to Bailey.
There were many slaves from
Africa in Cuba, so he likes to
acknowledge that. Bailey said.
KWANZAA. PAGE ?

SATURDAY

Sunny

High: 29"
U)w: 111"
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Partly
Cloudy

I ligh: 33'
Low: 22"
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Students have few wireless options available off-campus
WIFI. FROM PAGE I
"In iIn- past, il hasn't started
until .iiiiiiinl finals time,'' she
said.
Coughlin also warned that
the library wasn't always perfect for wireless access.
"There are a couple of dead
spots, but I'm sure that's true of
ever) building," she said.
In residence halls, three of
them — Kohl Mall, founders
and Offenhauer — also have
laptops available for students
to borrow.
I he University has been gradually building wireless access
throughout the campus since
2002. said Fuller.
Deb Wells, manager of client
services and web development
in the Office of the CIO. said
that her office hoped to have
wireless available across the
entire campus by 2007. following a yearly plan that fits into
their annual budget.

A map on the ITS Web site
shows which on-campus buildings have access and where in
the buildings it is. although a
link to a printable catalogue of
wireless locations presents a
different listing of those places.
Availability becomes tougher
to find, however, once a student
heads off-campus.
Popular stops on South
Main Street, like Grounds For
I bought and Panera Bread,
offer free wireless access for
their customers.
As she set up shop for a night
of studying, Sarah Lamont.
junior, said that she enjoyed the
combination of wireless availability and atmosphere that
Grounds For Thought offered.
"I just don't get distracted
here," she said, "when I'm at
home I get very distracted."
She said she uses the wireless
access at shops like Grounds
For Thought or Panera Bread up
to four times a week.

Nearby, Cosmos Coffeehouse
on East Wooster Street does
not offer wireless, and further
down East Wooster the pickings
remain slim.
The Big Boy location on East
Wooster Street in Bowling
Green offers wireless access,
and is open 24 hours. Its other
location on North Main Street
offers wireless but fewer open
hours.
Buffalo Wild Wingsalso offers
access, but the availability of a
quiet work area there is more
questionable.
The truly studious, however,
might want to consider setting
up shop in the space between
the Union, Hayes Hall, Eppler
Complex and Moseley Hall,
currently the only outdoor location with a wireless signal on
campus.
With temperatures forecasted to hover in the 20s this week,
what better way to enjoy the
weather?

TOTAL WIFI COVERAGE
ON-CAMPUS
Alumni Building
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union
Cedar Point Building (Firelands
campus)
College Park
Hayes Hall
Fine Arts
Jerome Library
Kohl Hall
Offenhauer East/West
Olscamp Hall
Overman Hall
Prout Chapel
Rodgers Hall
Technology Building
OFF-CAMPUS:
Big Boy (East Wooster location
open 24 hours)
Buffalo Wild Wings
Grounds For Thought
Panera Bread

University looks to future with solar energy
ENERGY. FROM PAGE 1
Many customers are unaware
the program even exists. Katy
Cornell, junior, who rents an
apartment, said she "had no
idea" she had the green power
option. However she doesn't
plan on signing up for it now
that she is aware.
"I don't really want to pay
more for electric at this point in
my life," she said.
Howling Green residents have
responded at a rate typical to
other cities with voluntarily
green power programs.
"Nationwide these programs
average between 2 and 5 percent a year," Maynard said.
Those contributions help fund
the solar panels that the city
utilities and Bowling Green
State University brought to the
town.

The solar panels are located
on the roof of the University
ice arena. It is the second-largest solar panel array in Ohio
and generates 31 kilowatts of
energy.
"It is just cool that they are
using the sun to make ice,"
Silvcrman said.
It also puts power on the
power grid for the city. Despite
the fact that solar energy is more
expensive than nonrenewable
energy, the city sells the power
back to the University at the
lower price of "regular" energy.
The city is continually trying
to add more energy capacity to
the solar panels. They originally intended to add 10 kilowatts
this fall, but decided to wait
until the spring.
"First Solar is coming out with
a more high output unit in the
spring." said Tim Burns, Sebo

Gamma Phi Beta
Fall 2005
Big Little Pairings
Krlsten Amann & Arielle Biggums • Andrea Flores
Sh.iyn.i Brocco & Tasha Gallagher - Sarah Haubert
S.irah Dowler >* Melissa Carlln
Susie Edwards >» Tricia Mernt
Sarah Haberecht & Kasey Schumacher » Amanda Miller |
Brittany Loparich •»> Candi Menter
Katie Miles — Emily Porter
Heather Rttchey •»■ Alicia Taylor
Jennifer Rozevink <* Kim Lovitt
Becca Ruffing ■»• Denlse Roush
Amanda Shomon •»• Jessica Scott
Ann Smith >» Erin McEntire
Sarah Yacko • Rachel Harbold
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Athletic Center project manager, explaining the delay.
The new panels in thespring
will include an experimental
system that could pave the
way for the future of renewable energy.
Right now the panels generate a direct current, like a
battery. An inverter converts
direct current to alternating
current, like when a device
is plugged into the wall. This
new project is attempting to
utilize new. experimental
technology on variable speed
drives.
The variable speed drive is
a way for energy to seamlessly
change from direct current
to alternating current. Then
the electric lines can use the
solar energy when the sun is
shining, and then, when it is
not, shift into using the main
source of electricity.
"Bowling Green is going to
be the first to take a renewable
resource in conjunction with
power lines." Maynard said.
Although the University
plays a big role in the solar
panel energy project, they are
not making other large, creative strides to become more
energy efficient.
"The city has a real tradition of being innovative."
Silvcrman said, adding that
University lags behind other
Mid-American Conference
schools in environmental sustainability.
"Our new buildings don't
usually incorporate the state
of the art environmental
features," he said. "We don't
maximize energy efficiency."
According to^ilverman. the
University has a high responsibility to be energy efficient is
because, as a state university,
it is "owned" by the citizens

CoUen Redmond BGNem
FREE TO ROAM: Junior Jen Carper uses her wireless Internet in her
room in Offenhauer.

of Ohio.
"It is a good investment for
them," he said.
He believes energy efficiency will eventually pay off even
from an economic standpoint,
rather than just a moral or
environmental view.
Silverman also believes that
universities need to be social
leaders and models to others
and that right now Bowling
Green is "not really doing
that."
Silverman believes one of
the roadblocks to improving
energy efficiency is the high
upfront cost, and because new
building budgets are managed separately from energy
cost budgets, the eventual
savings from green energy are
not communicated between
responsible parties.
"Olscamp Hall may look
attractive, but it is losing tremendous amounts of energy
because the windows should
have been oriented toward the
south, but they face north,"
Silverman explained about
new building projects.
TheUniversity'slatest building project, the Sebo Athletic
Center, just broke ground, and
Burns said, "We have incorporated a number of things to
maximize efficiency."
Buthesaidsomeoftheoriginal energy saving plans had to
be scrapped due to expense.
However, the plans still
i nclude windows on the North
and the South, higher efficiency double-paned exterior walls
and an insulating system that
maximizes efficiency.
Silverman says that the
University is making progress
with efforts like installing automatic lights and better light
bulbs, but still believes that
there is progress to be made.

Saddam's trial begins
TRIAL, FROM PAGE 1
"I am not afraid of execution." Saddam proclaimed at one
point.
"Why don't you just execute us
and get rid of all of this." Ibrahim
shouted at the judge.
The trial's first witness. Ahmed
Hassan Mohammed, delivered
a rambling, nearly two-hour
account of the events in Dujail in
retaliation for an armed attack on
Saddam's convoy.
Mohammed recalled how
security agents rounded up
townspeople of all ages, from 14
to more than 70.
"There were mass arrests.
Women and men. Even if a child
was 1-day-old, they used to tell
his parents, Bring him with
you,'" Mohammed said.
He said the agents took him
and the others to the intelligence
headquarters in Baghdad, where

they were tortured before being
transferred to Abu Ghraib prison.
Mohammed said his brother,
who was at 17 at the time, was
tortured while his 77-year-old
father watched. Interrogators
threatened to rape the prisoners'
daughters and sisters if the men
did not sign confessions, he said.
"Some men just said 'I will sign
anything but leave my sisters
alone,'" he said.
Mohammed, who was 15 at
the time, said he himself was tortured. "They blindfolded me. but
I was so young it kept falling." At
the Baghdad detention center, he
saw "a machine that looked like a
grinder and had some blood and
hair" on it, and "I saw bodies of
people from Dujail."
The witness exchanged insults
with Ibrahim, Saddam's half
brother, telling him "you killed
a 14-year-old boy."

Celebration of culture
KWANZAA. FROM PAGE 1
In order to help others celebrate the holiday, the Center
for Multicultural and Academic
Initiatives is sponsoring Kwanzaa
today from 6-9 p.m. 'Iickets are
available at the Union Information
Desk and at the Center for
Multicultural and Academic
Initiatives, as well as at the door.
The event will" hit on the important pointsof Kwanzaa." according
to Sheila Brown, associate director
of the Center for Multicultural and
Academic Initiatives.
Sankofa. an African American
Museum on Wheels from South
Carolina will be featured, as well
as live entertainment and a Soul

liKxl dinner.
Angela lennings of Sankofa will
also be presenting artifacts from
the museum and a dramatic piece
to describe the items, according
to Brown.
Gifts consisting of educational
items will be given to children to
go along with die symbol Zwadi.
Kwanzaa is about celebrating
family, community and culture
and it "brings a cultural message
which speaks to the best of what
il means to be African and human
in the fullest sense." according to
the Kwanzaa Web site.
Bailey is "proud to be AfricanAmerican and Cuban."
"Kwanzaa is about enchanting
my culture." be said.

MERCER MANOR
APARTMENTS
RtNTMG fOR

FALL

2006

3 BEDROOMS • 3 PEOPLE

$250/M0.
AMENITIES INCLUDE:
Fully Furnished
Dishwasher/Microwave
Air Conditioned
Gas Log Fireplaces
Lots of Parking
On Site Laundry
FREE WIRELESS!
44°) t Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419.3520717

Hours:
Mon 11 9am >pm
Saturday 9am ipm

GREENBRIARJNC.
wwv
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PHOTOS WITH SANTA ON CAMPUS IN UNION
Students can cap off the holiday season by having
professional pictures taken with Santa Claus today
through Thursday from 2-6 pan. in the Union Family
Room 208, near the Bowling Greenery. Professional
photos cost $7 for a single, groups of four or more cost
just $20, and couples are $10.

get a

Tife

calendar of events
8 a.m.
Kwanzaa Celebration Ticket Sales
CMAI Office & Student Union
Information Desk
A campus-wide Kwanzaa celebration will be held on Dec. 6th from
6 - 9 p.m. in the Union Ballroom.
CMAI Office & Student Union
Infonnation Desk
8 - 9 a.m.
The Poe Road Public Art Project:
Student Proposals
Union Galleries
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wood County Corps Information
Days
South Hall 204
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
53rd Annual Faculty/Staff
Exhibition
An opportunity to appreciate the
efforts of some of the finest artists in this region, this exhibition
presents work in a wide range of
media by current and emeriti faculty and current staff members of
the School of Art.
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
10:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Holiday Stocking Raffle
Friends of the Humane Society is
raffling off three holiday stockings to support the Wood Co.
Humane Society. Tickets are $1
for 1 ticket or $5 for 6 tickets.
Tickets are bursarable!
Union Tables
10:45 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Cheer/Dance Crew Card Sale,
sponsored by Student Life
Union Tables
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
LDSSA Info. Table, sponsored by
the Latter-Day Saints Student
Association
Union Tables
11a.m.-2 p.m.

After School Program Jewelry Sale
United Christian Fellowship student group will be selling handmade earrings made by children
participating in their programs.
All profits will go towards their
after-school programs.
Union Tables
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Dance Marathon Promo Shirts
Sale
Union Tables
2 - 4 p.m.
UPS Recruiting, sponsored by the
Career Center
Union Tables

www.bgnews.com/campus

CAMPUS
THE BLOTTER
Friday, Dec. 2
Complainant
reported
at 12:50 p.m. that his parking decal was stolen from his
vehicle in Lot 6 overflow.
At 2:26 p.m, complainant
reported that the side minor
was broken off her vehicle while
parked in Lot 6
Complainant at the Pi Beta
Phi Sorority House reported that
someone was sending false emails about her to other people.

A complainant at Founders
Hall advised at 110 p.m that
her ex-roommate went through
her belongings and tore up pictures.
Chase Perkins ol Fmdlay,
Ohio, was cited for possession
of drugs and drug parapher
nalia at 11:47 p.m. outside the
Student Rec Center
Saturday, Dec. 3
At 3:42 a.m.. complainant

reported that a male subject
was urinating in the hallway of
McDonald East
Two projectors were stolen
tram classrooms in Kohl Hall at
6:58 a.m.
Complainant reported at
3:33 p.m. that his car stereo
was stolen outside the Haven
House
Complainant advised that
his cell phone was stolen in
Kreischer Quadrangle at 723

p.m
Two females were ejected trom the hockey game at
7:47 p.m. The students will
be referred to the Student
Discipline Program.
Cornelius Howard ot Euclid.
Ohio was cited tor underageunder the influence in Lot G at
9 50pm
A male student was given
a verbal warning at 11:41
p.m. to stay out ol Harshman

Anderson and Bromfield
Sunday. Dec. 4
Two students were referred to
the Student Discipline Program
for fighting at the Union at 2:01
a.m.
Justin Graber ol Hudson. Ohio,
was cited for underage-under
the influence at 2:38 a.m. on
Thurstm Avenue.
A coin machine was broken
into at the Union at 642 a.m.

2 - 6 p.m.
Pictures with Santa Claus
Today through Thursday, students
can get professional photos taken
with Santa. Single person photos
cost $7, couples cost $10, and
groups of four or more cost $20.
Sponsored by the Creative Minds
Movement. For more information,
call the Union at (419) 372-2741.
208 Union
4-7 p.m.
Finals Week Survival Kits
Distribution
Sponsored by the Student Alumni
Connection
Union Tables
8 p.m.
Secret of the Star: a show for
Christmas time
Multi-media show in the
Planetarium, $1 donation suggested, lasts approximately 1
hour.
BGSU Planetarium
Physical Sciences 112
8 p.m.
Allison Crowe concert
Appealing to all generations,
Allison Crowe's music can be
heard regularly on CBC Radio as
well as on college, community
and Internet stations. In addition to her original songs of love,
hope, and social and political
commentary, Allison covers her
favorites — in a range from
roots & blues, through folk, pop/
rxk, jazz and Broadway.
Bryan Recital Hall
9 p.m.
Students for Organ Donation
End-of-semester party!
Life Sciences 112

ecember 5 - 16, 2005

Come shop with us for your
special holiday gifts at the
GT & Chily's Express
Convenience stores
and
Kreischer SunDial.

If you sleep in a cold room, »you are more likely to
•
have a bad dream...
Ill

While Supplies Last!

2 FREE GYROS!
Buy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Get 2 FREE!
wwv.woltiiKi.6com • 4193528639

E"P U20O5

Wh#.» Ihm Party Start*"

O

F«>r* >/<>* ■ f"

iouihnd«6 com • 419.352 8639

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
714 Eighth Street. #A - 2 BR duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $680.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug.
4, 2007.
710 Elm Street - 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars $740.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$740.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007.
232 Lehman - 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit
3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$620.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007.
140 1/2 Manville - 2 BR above garage. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. $560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug.
4. 2007.
517 N. Summit - 3 BR with garage. Limit 3
people. Limit 3 cars. $800.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $800.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to
Aug. 4, 2007
We have many other apartments available. Stop in
the Rental Office for a complete brochure.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 5:00

•II us .VO'H* used b(u>k£
University Bookstore
BowenThompion Student Union Multi Purpose Room

Picture ID Required
December 7-17
Wednesday & Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday & Sunday,
Monday - Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

7 & 8,
9,
10 8c 11,
12-15,
16,
17,

(9:00 (9:00 (Noon
(9:00 (9:00 (9:00 -

7:30)
5:30)
- 5:30)
7:30)
7:00)
Noon)
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OPINION

"I do not want people to be agreeable, as it
saves me the trouble of liking them."
lane Austen
(quititmniup^wn)

STAITKDIiOlilAI.IKI.A

Planting news hurts democracy
In the past three years. Bush
administration officials have
mentioned "Iraq" and "democracy so often in the same breath
you would think they knew what
they meant.
But apparently not.
Recent reports have revealed
that U.S. military officials and a
U.S.-contracted firm haw been
writing articles, translating them
into Arabic and planting them
in Iraqi newspapers as impartial
stories written by independent
journalists.

YOU DECIDE
Do you think officials at the
While House knew about these
fake articles? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site

The articles usually emphasize successes of the U.S. or Iraqi
armies or laud the determination of Iraqis to defeat terrorism.
Though they do not distort facts

per se, die reports often ignore rial content.
These revelations came on
or downplay other sides to the
story that would be unfavorable the heels of Bush's speech at the
to the U.S. or the U.S.-installed Naval Academy in Annapolis,
during which he declared that
Iraqi government.
In some instances, U.S. military "democracy" is taking hold in Iraq
officials paid Iraqi newspapers and that Iraqis are "defending
anywhere from S50 to $1,200 to their new democracy with courage and determination."
print the articles.
Unfortunately for Iraqis, it
While some newspapers
labeled the articles as "paid appears that as they defend their
advertisements," others ran fledgling democracy against
them as unbiased news stories armed insurgents, they're being
that were impossible to tell apart undermined by Washington, D.C.
The action of paying newspafrom other staff-produced edito-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Silent Solidarity
Big business
won't improve serves purpose,
Bowling Green proves a point
This letter is written in
response to the article
titled, "Breathing life
back into business" by guest
columnist Bridget Vilantc.
Being a senior, as well as a
fourth-year resident of Bowling
Green, has allowed me to enjoy
all that the city has to offer.
For someone to complain
about not having mainstream
enterprise such as Target, Best
Buy and Applebee's is ludicrous.
The city of Bowling Green has
every necessity that a small, selfsufficient, college town should
have. A city like Bowling Green
should pride itself on the fact
that so much of the local economy consists of the University as
well as local enterprise
Who would want to see local
businesses like Tinders, Sam
B's, Mylc's and SBX get shut
down due to an influx of large
corporations?
Moreover, with the Westfield
Shopping Center and the new
levis Commons so close, it
would be arbitrary to assume
that large corporations in
Bowling Green would provide much else except for an
increased economic strain on
the local businesses.
As for the students who do
tend to leave on the weekends,
that is their own prerogative.
Freshman and sophomores who
live on campus probably do go
home more regularly, but many
older, off-campus students do
not leave as often.
This leads to another false
assumption by Vilantc. which is
if Lot 6 is not full on the weekends, it must suggest that the
students are not supporting the
local economy.
Bowling Green provides everything that a city this size needs.
Prom nightlife to dining to local
shopping, every necessity is here.
If the local business is substandard for you. Westfield and
levis Commons arc only a short
drive away.
The citizens and students
should appreciate this fact. As
for the ones who believe in
bringing mainstream corporations to Bowling (ireen. now you
would be tlie ones hurling the
local economy.

In response to D.J. lohnson's
bashing of Si lent Solidarity,
I'd like to put a few things
into perspective.
The aim of Silent Solidarity is
not to change the world in a day.
Those who do commit to
silencing themselves for the day
come to have their own personal
realizations of how the program
impacted them.
The hope is that people realize how difficult it is to remain
silent, even through trying to
order food or even say, "Thank
you," when someone does it
for you.
This difficulty not only illustrates the problems others have
in our society when it comes to
being understood by the majority, but it also shows that if you
can use your strength and determination to remain silent for a
day, imagine what you could do
towards speaking out against the
injustices of our society.
Maybe someone who thought
they didn't have the strength
or courage to speak out realizes through their silence how
important their voice can be
Many will taunt participants
who choose not to talk for the
day, just as many in society taunt
those of various racial groups,
sexual identities and disabilities.
Many will "participate" for the
shirt and still speak, just as many
within "silenced populations" do
nothing to combat, and sometimes perpetuate, the injustices
against themselves.
Many overzealous instructors
will beat their chests demanding that participants talk in class
or fail, just as society tries to
force many to conform or be left
behind.
love it or hate it, Silent
Solidarity is a minor of society.
DERRICK A. JONES
STAFF
dajonesfrbgsu.edu

Day of silence
justified by
attention it gets
In l).|. lohnson's column yesterday titled, "Don't expect
your silence to lie heard,"
he raises a few relevant points
about the actual comprehension
of participants in Silent Solidarity

RICKSUSOR
STUDENT
rsusortfi'bgsu.edu

and university spending.
This would make me one
of the people outside Silent
Solidarity that Johnson referred
to — an objective viewer who
sees the value in the activity.
Silent Solidarity serves to
draw attention to the voiceless
— the poor, the persecuted, etc.
By using such a unique method. Silent Solidarity promotes
curiousity.
The first time I encountered a
participant, I was frustrated as to
why this person couldn't tell me
why she couldn't talk. I sought
out answers and in addition to
learning the purpose of Silent
Solidarity, I learned another
important factor — that it is
effective.
According to its press release
last Thursday. 1,300 students
were expected to particpate.
The turnout, I believe, is
not due to the free T-shirt, but
because most people care about
the issue — i.e. the well-being of
others. The kicker is they don't
have to do much — in fan, they
have to do less.
The beauty of Silent Solidarity
is the ease with which people
can participate.
lohnson wrote "very few people outside of Silent Solidarity
genuinely care about it."
Only about 10 percent of the
eligible student voters cast ballots in the last USG election. The
year before that less than 400
students voted.
But nobody thinks we should
get rid of USG — which would
save our school way more
money than the removal of
Silent Solidarity from the budget.
Also, I would like to point out
to Johnson, who recounted a
story of a professor threatening to kick out a student for not
talking in class, the press release
for Silent Solidarity reads: "They
may talk for academic purposes
during the day."
Awareness of this provision is
not the fault of the program, but
the student — who may have
simply been going the extra mile.
lohnson goes as far as to compare the event to communism.
Not everything has to be tied
to Ihe "evil ideology" to solidity
your point.
Lastly, I would like to invite
lohnson, who thinks that "making people aware of the problems that certain segments of
our society go through is an
awesome idea." to provide ways
to improve the event, help start
an award-winning social justice
event or to silence himself.
RUSS ZIMMER
STUDENT
zimmentn'bgsu.edu

pers to print false news stories
is so blatantly hypocritical of the
Bush administration, it almost
defies description.
Isn't "freedom of the press" one
of the cornerstones of democracy
and the l:irst Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution?
Perhaps more perplexing is
what kind of message U.S. government and military leaders
are hoping to send by doing this.
Telling Iraqis that they must have
free speech and a tree press while
feeding them one-sided articles

under the counter is akin to a
doctor telling patients they need
to live healthy lives while passing
out cigarettes.
And telling American soldiers
they arc bleeding and dying to
defend democracy in Iraq is
sounding more and more dishonest.
It'ssad that over 2,100 American
troops have died to drive out a
dictator who, among other things,
suppressed the freedom of the
press, only to see the same thing
happen again.

PEOPLE Society too touchy
ON THE STREET
What do you not
want to receive for
Christmas?

A

VALERIE C0N0VER
JUNIOR, THEATER

"Beige granny
panties."

ft

JOSH HAMILTON
SENIOR, VOICE
PERFORMANCE

"A box of condoms
from my parents."

A

JESSICA MARVIN
JUNIOR, MATH
EDUCATION

"The movie
Crossroads with
Britney Spears."

TYLER LONG
SENIOR, MIDDLE
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

"A newborn baby
from my girlfriend."

about Christmas

Merry Christ mas!
I am willing to bet
this is a salutation you
haven't heard often this holiday
season.
So, in case you have forgotten,
"merry Christmas" is the greeting
that has been outlawed in favor
of the less-offensive "happy
holidays."
You read correctly.
Political correctness has
lujacked Jesus' birthday.
As you have wandered around
awash in Christmas euphoria — oops, I'm sorry, holiday
euphoria — have you noticed
die conspicuous absence and
impending demise of Christmas
in our country?
This entire debacle began
with a 1983 Supreme Court ruling, Lynch vs. Donnelly, which
has set the precedent for one
of America's worst traditions
— challenging Christmas.
While the creative license
granted by allowing us to
make our own interpretation
of "happy holidays" may make
some people happy, I find it
confusing.
Since "happy holidays" was
obviously invented to remove
what some people consider
to be the offensiveness of
Christmas from our typical
holiday greetings, what are we
celebrating?
Like a majority of Americans, I
celebrate Christmas. We should
be offended at this attempt to
"disenfranchise" the Christmas
people out there
What if I decided to be offended by a window splash on campus inviting the student population to celebrate Ramadan or
Kwanzaa, citing the overt public
religiousness of the display? Do
you think I would ever hear the
end of my attempt to censor a
religious population?
The greeter at Wal-Mart,
always underestimated, now has
a proud role in the destruction
of Christmas. "Happy holidays!"
they joyously shriek at you.
It is things like being told to
have a "happy holidays," and
other such meaningless gestures
that put me in a lousy, bah-humbug frame of mind.
I dont celebrate "holidays." I
celebrate Christmas!
I don't care if a grinch is
offended by an off-handed
"merry Christmas" because they
celebrate, as Glenn Beck would
say, "Ramahanukwanzmas."
Your hatred of Christmas
doesn't matter, because a far
greater number of people celebrate Christmas than don't
— even some secularists kind
of enjoy the secular aspects of

,, DANIELLE
' WINTERS

1

Opinion Columnist
Christmas like Santa Claus.
Yet in some circumstances,
wearing a piece of apparel
that may contain an angel,
Christmas tree or anything that
could be linked to Christmas
or Christianity may find you in
court.
We have officially gone holiday-generic and a-religious.
l-jghty-four percent of the
practicing religious population is
made up of Christians who celebrate Christmas. Denying them
this right would make Ulysses S.
Grant rum in his grave.
After all, he was the president who, in 1870, declared
Christmas a legal holiday.
It has become sport to point
out nativity scenes, children
singing "Silent Night" in school
holiday recitals and other
displays of this festive season
— and cite them as exploitation
by the religious right.
But when you "ban" those
who celebrate Christmas from
doing so publicly, you are robbing them of the supposed
freedoms you were attempting
to protect the "non-represented"
from in the first place.
Every time a "movement" like
this comes along it is under
the guise of making our society
more open and comfortable
for everyone. But it does the
opposite.
But the sad thing is, this whole
issue is not even about religion.
It is about morality. The liberal
culture has made a concerted
effort destroy the most important fiber of our country's makeup — our traditions. Chiefly
involved in this destruction: the
ACLU and the secular left.
Communists realized early
on that the way to get to the
population was to destroy their
morality by taking away religion
and tradition. People stripped of
morality are easiest to brainwash.
My fear is that if I make that
unconscionable slip, saying
"Christmas tree" instead of "holiday tree," the mechanical hound
from the novel Fahrenheit 451
(you all remember his savagery)
will attack me for my politically
incorrect slip.
So, at the risk of offendi ng all
of the Scrooge-like secularists
out there — Merry Christmas to
all, and to all a good night!
Send comments to Danielle at
dwinter@bgsu.edu
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NATIONAL SECURITY NEEDS MORE CHANGES
WASHINGTON (AP) — Time, money and ever-present terror threats have done little to close gaping
holes in the nation's security system, the former Sept.
11 Commission said yesterday in accusing the Bush
administration and Congress of failing to enact the
majority of its recommendations of July 2004.
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Wlkipedia gets tough I DeLay dodges lesser charge
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Online encyclopedia changes submission rules
By Dan Goo*

I

Tovo^judge
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M».
Texas
dismisses
conspiracy count
against former leader

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

By April Castro

SAN FRANCISCO — Wikipedia,
the online encyclopedia to
which anyone can contribute,
is tightening submission rules
after a prominent journalist complained that an article
falsely implicated him in the
Kennedy assassinations.
Wikipedia will now require
users to register before they can
create articles, limmy Wales,
founder of the St. Petersburg,
Fla.-based Web site, said yesterday. People who modify existing
articles will still be able to do so
without registering.
The change comes less than
a week after John Seigenthaler,
a one-time administrative assistant to Robert Kennedy, complained in an op-ed published
in USA Today that a biography
of him on Wikipedia claimed he
had been suspected in the assassinations of the former attorney
general and his brother, President
John F. Kennedy.
Wikipedia, often cited as a
prime example of the type of col-

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Mirk Humphrey AP Photo

FALSELY ACCUSED: John Seigenthaler works in his office in Nashville,
Tenn. yesterday. His Wikipedia bio was changed after he complained.

lective knowledge-pooling that
the Internet enables, has some
850,000 articles in English as well
as entries in at least eight other
languages, including Italian,
French, German and Portuguese.
Since it's launch in 2001, it has
grown into a storehouse of information on topics ranging from
medieval art to nanotechnology

For 132 days. Seigenthaler
said, the biography of him falsely
claimed that "for a brief time, he
was thought to have been directly
involved in the Kennedy assassinations of both lohn. and his
brother, Bobby."
The biography also falsely stated that he had lived in the Soviet
Union from 1971 to 1984.

AUSTIN, Texas — A judge dismissed a conspiracy charge
yesterday against Rep. Tom
DeLay but refused to throw out
the far more serious allegations
of money-laundering, dashing
the congressman's hopes of
reclaiming his post as House
majority leader.
Texas ludge Pat Priest, who
is presiding over the case
against the Republican, issued
the ruling after a hearing last
month in which DeLay s attorney argued that the indictment was fatally flawed.

When
When hehe was
was indicted
Indicted inIn
September, DeLay was required
to relinquish the leadership post
he had held since early 2003.
While yesterday's ruling was a
partial victory for Delay, he cannot reclaim his post because he
remains under indictment.
The ruling means the case will
move toward a trial next year,
though other defense objections
to the indictments remain to be
heard by the judge.
"The court's decision to dismiss Ronnie Earle's numerous charges against Mr. Delay
underscores just how baseless
and politically motivated the
charges were," DeLay spokesman Kevin Madden said, referring to the Democratic districl
attorney who brought the case.
"Mr. Del .ay is very encouraged

bybvtheswiftnroKressofthek'
the swift progress of the legal
proceedings and looks forward
to his eventual and absolute
exoneration based on the facts
and the law."
DelxiyandtwnliOPfund-raisers, lohn Colyandroand lim Ellis,
are accused of ilk-gallyfunnoliii);
S190.000 in corporate donations
to 2002 Republican candidates
for the Texas legislature. Under
Texas law. corporate money cannot be directly used for political
campaigns, but it can be used
for administrative purposes.
In asking that the case be
thrown out, Del.ay lawyer
Dick Didiierin argued that
charges of conspiracy to violate the Texas election code
did not even take effect until
September 2003, a year after
the alleged offenses occurred.
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No murder
charges for
Army officer

—
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TOPEKA, Kan. — The Army
dropped murder charges yesterday against an officer accused of
giving two soldiers permission to
kill Iraqi civilians.
Second Lt. Erick J. Anderson,
26, of Twinsburg, Ohio, could
have gotten life in prison if convicted.
All charges were dropped after
an Army investigator recommended that Anderson not face a
court-martial.
Anderson was a platoon leader
in an infantry regiment in August
2004. Four men in his36-member
platoon were convicted of murdering unarmed Iraqis during
operations near Sadr City.
In statements to Army investigators, two soldiers said Anderson
gave them the go-ahead to kill
civilians, including one incident
described as a "mercy killing."
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Branden Robinson-Welch
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You're truly a man to be admired and emulated!
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Sharon named MVP
of football team
Senior receiver Charles Sliaron
was named team MVP at the
BGSU Football Awards Banquet
on Saturday. Sharon holds
school records in receptions
(232), receiving yards (3,450) and
receiving touchdowns (34),
Other awards went to the following:
President's Awards (Athletic/
Academics) — Jonathan Culp
Future Awards — Antonio
Smith
Captains — Teddy Piepkow,
Steve Sanders, Rob Warren, Mike
Thaler and Omar Jacobs
Coaches Awards (Attitude) —
lohn Nicholson and Derrick Lett
Carlos lackson Leadership
and Inspiration Award — Terrill
Mayberry
KenSchoeniAward(Toughness
and Desire) — B.J. Lane
Orange I lelmet Award (Football
Player) — PI. Pope and lamien
Johnson
Aaron Richardson Award
(Walk-on) Aaron Burkart
Top Defensive Lineman —
Mike Thaler
Top Linebacker—Terrel White
Top Defensive Back — lelani
Ionian
Top Offensive Lineman — Rob
Warren
Top Offensive Back — Omar
Jacobs
Special Teams — Nate Fry
Victory Club Offense — Kory
Lichtensteiger
Victory Club Defense — Brad
Williams

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Looking for progress
Dakich going back
to square one with
youthful Falcons
By Ryan Autulio
ASSISTANT

SPOR IS

E 011 OR

Dan Dakich arrived in Bowling
Green early Sunday morning
unrested.
Instead of shutting his eyes
during the bus ride back from
Peoria, III., the BGSU men's
coach was preoccupied with
thoughts of his team's inane
play during a 93-64 non-conference loss to Bradley.
"I was thinking about offense,
defense, talent level, everything," Dakich said. "It was a

much longer trip back than I'd Wednesday.
"1 think we have a long
hoped it would be."
It was the third double-digit way to go in terms of day-toloss for the youthful Falcons, day improvement," Dakich
said. "We talk about
who have been plagued
improving one perby poor shooting, too
cent everyday. We had
many fouls and breaka bad week in terms
downs on defense.
of practice wasn't any
BG (2-4) shot just
good and games were
32.3 percent from the
terrible, but you just
field in the second halt,
work at it."
including 1 -of-10 from
BG
will
visit
3-point range. BG's
Martin Samarco led all STEVE WRIGHT Arkansas-Uttle Rock
on Saturday in a game
scorers with 27 points,
JUNIOR
where the Falcons
but no other Falcons
were in double digits. The loss may finally be at full strength.
was the second of the week for Steven Wright, the team's top
the Falcons, who were beaten returning scorer from last year,
76-66 by visiting Oakland on could play for the first time

\ *3

since breaking a bone in his
foot during a pick-up game in
September. Wright is expected
to be cleared to practice after
visiting a doctor today.
Although Dakich plans to
monitor Weight's minutes eariy
on, he realizes the Falcons are
in desperate need of a scorer
to complement Samarco.
lohn Floyd (11 ppg) and Erik
Marschall (10.5 ppg) are the
only other Falcons averaging
double digits in points.
"Our problem is not only is
the second guy not scoring, but
the second guy isn't getting anyone else the ball," Dakich said.
BASKETBALL, PAGE 7

SWIMMING

Byrdflysto
Cleveland
for second
time

Falcons
swim to
seventh
place finish

Veteran pitcher
chooses Tribe over
years and money

BG represents MAC
with solid showing
in Columbus

By Tom Withers
THE

By Heather Riedel
REPORTER

Even with the tough competing schools from the BIG 10,
ACC SEC and PAC-10 programs, and being the only team
invited from the Mid-American
Conference, the Falcons placed
seventh this weekend at the
Ohio State Swimming and
Diving Invitational.
"Wfe had a great meet," BG
coach Keri Buff said." We stood
up and swam against some of
the best teams in the country
and we did it well, really well.
Our freshmen really stepped up
and had many lifetime bests."
Freshman Alisha Yee, who
has been swimming strong
all season, finished in the top
five in the 100 backstroke and
also scored for the Falcons in
the 100 backstroke. Freshman
Sami Ionian, also swimming
the 100 backstroke, placed seventh. Yee also placed sixth in
the 200 IM, setting a personal
best time of 2:06.16.
Dana Schultz, senior, took
home the highest BGSU finish
by placing fourth in the 200
butterfly event She also placed
seventh in the 106 butterfly.
Schultz and Yee were part of
the 400 Medley Relay, along
with Stephanie Buckner and
Kara Ohngren. which placed
seventh. The 200 freestyle relay,
consisting of Jordan, lessica
Guinness, Schultz and Buckner,
finished ninth.
"The girls were tough and
performed all best times for
the year," Buff said. "Our relays
were outstanding."
Buckner, who was part of
one of the relay teams, also
scored for the Falcons in the
50 freestyle and the 100 freestyle events.
The
weekend
ended
with Minnesota taking first
place. Perm State, Ohio State,
Michigan and Illinois all placed
within the top four spots. Iowa
just passed by BGSU, coming in sixth. Miami, Purdue,
Arizona State and Florida filled
up the last four placements in
the invitational.
"We had 47 swims that
made it back to finals," Buff
said. "This tar exceeded any
of our expectations. We got
everything out of this weekend that we needed and more.
We go into second semester
and the MAC Championships
very confident."

lulit Difrinco BG Nevrc

LOSING STREAK: Dan Dakich's
Falcons are off to a 2-4 start after
a loss at Bradley on Saturday.

TonyOe)* APPtralo
SEASON ENDING INJURY: Cleveland Browns wide receiver Braylon Edwards is carted from the tield in the fourth quarter of the Browns' 20-14
loss to the Jacksonville Jaguars yesterday. Edwards tore the anterior cruciate ligament in his right knee trying to make a leaping catch in the fourth
quarter and will miss the rest of the season.

Braylon catches first-year curse
Former Michigan star is the latest Cleveland
rookie to suffer a season-ending injury
By Tom Withers
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BEREA. Ohio — lust as Braylon
Edwards was showing signs of
becoming a special first-round
pick for the Cleveland Browns, he
became another broken one.
Edwards will miss the rest of
the season with a torn knee ligament, yet another setback for one
of Cleveland's top picks.
The No. 3 overall selection in
the 2005 draft, Edwards tore the

anterior cruciate ligament in his
right knee while trying to make a
leaping catch in the fourth quarter of Sunday's 20-14 loss to the
lacksonville Jaguars.
Edwards'
knee
buckled
awkwardly to the inside after
he landed stiff-legged on the
incompletion.
"I knew right away," Edwards
said after hobbling into the
Browns' locker room yesterday on crutches. "To be honest,

I hoped for the best. 1 prayed
right away. But I knew as soon
as I landed it was bad. I heard it
buckle. I heard it crumble."
Browns fans have heard it
before.
Of the seven players Cleveland
has selected in die first round
since 1999, only center Jeff Faine
is currently starting. The others:
Tim Couch, Courtney Brown,
Gerard Warren, William Green
and Kellen Winslow are either
out of football (Couch), playing
elsewhere (Brown and Warren in
Denver) or injured.
Winslow, the club's top pick

in 2004, missed 14 games in his
rookie season after breaking his
leg and then was lost for the
2005 season when he tore the
ACL in his right knee in a motorcycle in May.
On Sunday, Winslow, who ran
up and down the stadium steps
in the snow before the game, was
on the sideline for the first time
this season and saw Edwards get
hurt. Now the two top picks can
rehab side-by-side.
The injuries haven't helped the
Browns turn around a franchise
EDWARDS, PAGE 7

Indians may sign deal with Time Warner
By loe Milicia
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND — The Cleveland
Indians are nearing a television
deal with Time Warner Cable
that would be the largest in
team history and could include
the club's own sports network.
Time Warner Cable spokesman Keith Cocozza confirmed
the talks Monday. He did not
know when an agreement would
be announced.

Under the terms of the deal,
Time Warner would broadcast
130 regular- season games on
an existing network or a new
network owned by the Indians.
Anothcr20regular-scasongames
would appear on Cleveland television station WKYC. Most of
the games on WKYC would be
on Sunday afternoons, along
with three night games.
Financial terms of the pending deal with Time Warner have

not been disclosed.
Indians spokesman Bob
DiBiasio and Brooke Spectorsky,
general manager of WKYC-TV,
declined comment.
The Indians have been shopping for a new television contract since their deal with Fox
Sports Net Ohio expired after
last season. The Indians made
$17 million last season with
FSN.
FSN Ohio general manager

GET IN ON THE ACTION ATWWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

Steve Liverani said his network
is out of the running to sign a
new deal with the team.
"The Indians made it clear
to us they want to manage and
control their own television coverage," Uverani said. "We're getting the sense they want to start
their own channel."
The Indians won 93 games
last season but missed the playoffs after losing six of their last
seven games.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND - Paul Byrd
didn't fully appreciate the
significance of rejoining the
Indians until his homecoming
was official.
"I read on the Internet where
it said 'He was drafted by
Cleveland and will finally get a
chance to play for the Indians,"
the free agent said. "I got chills
when I read it because I really
hadn't thought of that"
Byrd turned down more
money and more years elsewhere to sign a two-year, $1425
million contract yesterday with
the Indians, the club's first
move in what could be a busy
few days at the winter meetings
in Dallas.
Byrd will make $7 million in
2006 and 2007, and the deal
includes a club option for 2008
that could raise the value to $22
million over three seasons.
The 35-year-old Byrd went
12-11 with a 3.74 ERA in 31
starts for the Los Angeles Angels
last season. He rejected a new
deal with the Angels and offers
from Baltimore, Kansas City
and Texas to rejoin the Indians,
who drafted him in 1991.
"I left a lot of guaranteed
money on the table," Byrd said
"But myfamiry said, 'Howmuch
money is enough?' They are
paying me a lot in Cleveland. I
want to win and that was more
important than the larger contract in Kansas City."
The right-hander plugs one
offseason hole for the Indians,
who won 93 games and were
in the chase for a spot in the AL
playoffs before a 1-6 collapse
in the final week. Byrd joins
a rotation that includes CC
Sabathia (15-10), diffLee (185) and Jake Westbrook (15-15),
but still needs another starter.
"It doesn't matter what spot
I pitch in," Byrd said. "I can
help at the top or in the middle
I'm not an ego guy. What does
matter is getting the ball with a
chance to win You've got that
in Cleveland."
General manager Mark
Shapiro said, "We are excited
to add an experienced starting pitcher to our rotation, one
that represents the team we are
trying to build both on and off
the field."
Cleveland may still re-sign
free agent Kevin Millwood
or Scott FJarton. Millwood.
IYM.PAGE7
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BG will host Duquesne
Falcons, 5-0, can tie
school marie with win
tonight at Anderson
By Sean Corp
SPORTS C0ITOR

The Falcons are off to their best
start in 14 years at 5-0 and a victory tonight over Duquesne will
give the team a tie for the best
start in school history.
The last time the Falcons
started 5-0 was in the 1991-92
season which eventually led to
the best record in school history
-24-5.
All those potential milestones,
however, doesn't mean the
Falcons will be able to cruise
to another win. Duquesne is
a tough team made up a lot
like Bowling Green — versatile
shooters all over the floor. That
versatility was apparent last season when the two teams met
and Duquesne edged out BG
68-63.
Tipoff for tonight's game at
Anderson Arena will be at 7
p.m.
"Wfe're incredibly proud of our
5-0 start," BG coach Curt Miller

said. "But we're going to have made the most 3-point shots
an incredibly tough time against on the team.
Duquesne. They're a very tal"I hope Liz will be able to
ented team."
get some redemption from last
One thing Duquesne had year," Miller said.
then that the Falcons lacked
But, he added, just as imporwas a physicality and a tough- tant will be solid contributions
ness. I lowever, Miller thinks this from bench players Amber
year's squad has everything they Flynn and [ill Lausc. Flynn is
need to best the Dukes.
contributing 7.4 ppg and 5.6
"They're one of the most rpg this season. She has been
physical teams we'll
one of the biggest surplay all season," Miller
prises this season and
said. "But I think we're
a key to the Falcons
prepared this year to be
hot start.
just as physical as them
Leading the Dukes
from the beginning of
attack is guard Aiga
the game."
Bautre who is leading
A key to that physicalthe team in scoring
ity will be for their bigs
(16.8 ppg), steals (2.0
ALI MANN
to play just that — big.
-Pi: and three point
That will mean Liz
JUNIOR
field goals. She has
Honegger and All
made over 54 percent
Mann will be, as usual, keys to of her three point attempts
the Falcons' success. Honegger includinga5-for-5effort against
struggled in the last meeting Akron on Dec. 3.
between the two teams, shoot"She is one of the top players
ing just 3-of-14. However, in the entire country." Miller
Honegger is coming off an MVP said. "You can't try and stop
performance at the Holiday Inn her, but you have to make her
Classic in her home state of work for every shot. If you give
Indiana and is the team's lead- her an open snot she's not going
ing scorer (15.6 ppg) and has to miss."

Dakich searching for
another scoring threat
BASKETBALL.PROM PAGE 6

"Nobody else (besides Samarco]
has been really productive within the offense — getting people
open, or getting people the ball
or scoring themselves — and
that's frustrating because it's no
like that when we practice."
And practice will be vital for
BG, which has played five freshman, four juniors, two sophomores and just one senior this
year. Floyd and Wright are the
only returners who played significant minutes last year.
"We have a long time now
until the conference season
with a lot of practice opportunities," Dakich said. "The way
we're going to do it is basically

approach this as we're starting
our first day of practice and get
back to every fundamental drill
and every fundamental thing."
Dakich is not only excited
about Wright's imminent return
to action, but also his availability
at practice. Dakich said Samarco
and Wright will provide an example of strong work ethic at practice for the younger members of
the team.
Dakich said Wright could play
against Arkansas-Little Rock
despite limited time practicing
with the team.
"Steven's one of those guys,
he's never out of shape," Dakich
said. "He can sit around and eat
Bon Bons for months and he'll
be fine."

GRADUATE
UPPER LEVEL HOUSING

Studio Apartments Available
for Fall & Spring Semester!, or Entire Year

•
•
•
•

Low as $425 per month
includes all utilities
Fully furnished
Stove, refrig, microwave, 25" TV

laundry facilities
close to campus
full cable- S20/mo.

individual heat/AC
outdoor pool
plenty of parking

YlfTUDtOS

is

1740 E. Wooster (behind Fuckers)
Bowling Green, OH
419-352-1520

ENTERPRISE SQUARE
APARTMENTS
LARGE, DELUXE
1 BEDROOM APTS
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS!
$450.00 / MO. + UTILITIES
Many amenitiescall for details
oostei

jf*"**%.

Hours:
Mon Fri 9am 5pm
Saturday 9am ipm

(1/17

GREENBRIAR, INC.
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WR's rehab may take a year
EDWARDS, FROM PAGE 6
that has seen its share of dark
days in recent years.
"What is it. Murphy's law?"
tight end Steve llciden said. "We
haven't gotten a lot of breaks. But
that's football."
Edwards, who finished the season with 32 receptions for 512
yards, caught two touchdown
passes in the first half from fellow
rookie Charlie I'rye, making his
first career start, as the Browns
built a 14-3 halftime lead.
The Frye-to-Edwards connection is one the club hopes can
become a Cleveland fixture for
years. And although his injury will
slow that development, Edwards
thinks he and Frye have chemistry already.
"It was a lot of fun," said
Edwards, who finished with five
catches for 86 yards before getting hurt. "He made plays and
he made things happen. We gave
a glimpse of the future. That's
something we can do next year.
"We have a lot going for us for
next year."
During his recovery, Edwards
can draw inspiration from lerry
Rice, his boyhood idol. Rice tore
his ACL after just two games in
1997 for San Francisco and came

back the following season with
82 catches for 1,157 yards and
nine IDs.
"My father was the first one to
remind me about it," Edwards
said. "Guys come back from this
injury and most guys come back
stronger."
Browns coach RoOMO Crenncl
said surgery has not been scheduled because doctors are waiting
for the swelling in Edwards' knee
lo subside. Players with similar
injuries typically need eight to 12
months of rehab to recover.
"They told me it's usually a
nine-month period," Edwards
said. "They tohl me the highest
month. Some people come back
faster and some people come
luck right at nine months. It all
depends on dedication. I've seen

a lot of them."
Edwards expects to be ready
when the Browns open the 2006
season next September.
"Definitely."hesaid. "Opening
day next year I'll be a guy on the
field. 1 think I'll be ready fullspeed ahead. I'm not going to
come back where I was at. I want
to get stronger and come back a

though, is seeking a four- or fiveyear deal, and agent Scott Boras
is expected to meet with a dozen
or more suitors this week.
Byrd spoke with Millwood
before finalizing his deal.
"1 talked to Kevin and he had
nothing but great things to say
about Cleveland." Byrd said. "I
think Kevin is going to take his
time and wait until the end. I
don't think the Indians are able to
give him what he wants, which is
five years, so 1 felt comfortable
talking with him."
The Indians have already lost
set-up man Bobby Howry, who
signed a three-year, $12 million
deal with the Chicago Cubs. But
a bigger priority is a closer, and
the Indians appear to be targeting Trevor Hoffman, who has

been offered a two-year deal to
stay with the San Diego I'ddres.
Shapiro and manager Eric
Wedge met with Hoffman at
his home in Del Mar, Calif., over
the weekend.
Also, the Indians have
expressed interest in signing
free agent Nomar Garciaparra.
lite club has discussed using
Garciaparra as a utility player.
Byrd and Shapiro broke in
with the Indians at roughly the
same time, and have remained
friends since the early 1990s.
Cleveland selected Byrd in the
fourth round in 1991, and he
spent four seasons in the club's
minor league system before
being traded to the New York
Metsinl995.
"Mark sent me down in '94
and I had to harass him a little
about il i.u." Byrd said.

ingly haunted the Browns' class
of top picks.
"I know I shouldn't, but I was
online reading some things and
Ijustsawhowallthefirst-rounds
have been busts," he said. "I
don't see that. I don't think we
can control getting hurt. It's not
one of those things where I said,
I ii me go out here and tear my
\( I. .We sell out.
"We do everything we can
for the organization, but freak
things happen."
They seem to occur to the
Browns more than other teams,
though. Cleveland, it would
seem, is cursed.
"I can't explain it." Crennel
said. "I think in Braylon's case,
he was making another big
effort to make a play for this
team. He came down awkwardly on the knee. As a result of it, 1
don't think you can say that's a
curse. It's just part of football.
A lot of guys get hurt playing
football. We'll overcome it and
move forward."

2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths. 2 People

*29S.OO/mo.

Byrd friends with GM
BYRD. FROM PAGE 6

different guy."
Edwards said he was aware
of the bad luck that has seem-

• Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
•On Site Laundry
•NEXTTO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2006
Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,

Also ask about our rental rates at:
Merry Street Apts., 501 Pike Street
& 425 East Court St.
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH
43402 '
419.352.0717

Hours:
Mon-Fri9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-lpm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
wwwgreenbnarrenials.com

College Living
Doesn't Get
Better Than
EB^F*.
• Resort Style Pool & Hot Tub
• Free Tanning & Internet
• Fitness Center, Sand Volleyball
& Basketball
• Washer & Dryer in Every Apartment
• Private Shuttle Route to Campus
• Big Screen TV and Much, Much, More!

The
Enclave
(Formerly Sterling Enclave)

A
j fl

419.353.5100
70fi Napoleon Rri •www.collegcparkweb.com

y
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

—•FORTUNE 500 COMPANY""
FULL TIME Entry Level- Sales &
Managers SSSALARY • COMM;
FULL BENEFITSSS. Prev E«p. Nol
Needed- Paid Training"!
"Into. Sessions Tue». Dec. 6th @
NOON & Wed. Dec. 7th. @6PM
SPACE IS LIMITED Held at: 12401
Eckel Rd. Perrysburg. OH 43551"
""CALL TODAY 419-874-3575""
EOE M'F.D/V

Perrysburg family needs afterschool child care in our home.
Weekdays 3:45-5.45 and occasional
school holidays starting January,
2006. Must have reliable transporta
tion to drive to activities.
Call 419-872-1228.

3-4 Bdrm house for rent. Close to
campus and downtown.
Call 419-575-2683

Get Paid To Drive a Brand NewCar'
Now paying drivers S800 $3200 a
month. Pick up your free car key
today, www.freecarkey.com
Part-time counter help wanted
Mornings and afternoons. Apply
1204 W Wooster 419-354 4494
Retention Rep
Century Marketing is currently looking tor an experienced, motivated
individual who wants a chance to
grow with our Direct Sales Team
Duties include over the phone promoting sales of product tor customers. Good communication skills a
must. This opportunity has growth
potential and a friendly working
environment. Position is full time.
M-F. $7-$10 plus Bonus potential
Benefits include: med'dental life
insurance. 401 (k| plan, paid vacation'holidays Interested applicants
should send their resume with salary requirements by 12 9 05 to:
Century Marketing
HR Dept Century Direct
12836 South Dixie Highway
Bowling Green. OH 43402
OR FAX: 419-352-4320
OR email:
drum»chlag(Scmcgp.com
EOE M F.V
Visit our web site at:
v.centurvmarketino.c
wwwc
iwToacher Assistant
WSOS Community Action
Commission, a community based
organization focused on the human
service needs of the disadvantaged
is seeking a qualified individual to be
responsible for assisting the teacher
in the operation of am and or p.m
session in compliance with national
standards for our Bowling Green
center.
Required HS diploma or
GED and commitment to obtain
CDA with prior experience working
with low-income families Seasonal.
Part Time avg 25 hrs'wk.. $8.00 hr
Send resume by December 12 to:
WSOS CAC. Attn: HR TA BG HM
P O Box 590. Fremont. OH 43420
Affirmative Action Employer
M'F/VetDisab

<M t**fk,; «1 5-W..I lw >,'»'<"

CAHCUN
ACAPUKO
JAMAICA
T.
.VA\' BAHAMAS
FLORIDA
Sell Trips, Earn Cash, Co free!
Now Hiring On-campus Reps
Call for group discounts

oENl
TRAVEL
SERVICES
l-MO-Mt-WI v,«w.ililri»tL»m

Sitter needed lor Holiday break
3:30-5:30 Tues. Wed . and
Thur.Summer break 7:15- 5:15
Tues.. Wed , and Thur. tor 6 1/2 yr.
old boy. (4191467-2783.
The Toledo Mud Hens are looking
for outgoing individuals to entertain
fans during 2006 home games.
Duties include executing on -field
contests, costumed character
work and more. Please send
resumes to: Toledo Mud Hens.
Attn: Game Day Entertainment.
406 Washington St. Toledo. OH
43604 Please, no phone calls
Wanted: Driver for semi dump.
Must have hazmat. insurance,
bonuses, pay based on experience.
Call, leave message 419-332-7266
WINTER BREAK WORK
$17.50 base appt
Special 1 -5 weeks program, flex
sched . work pt in spring or secure
summer work, all majors welcome.
all ages 17.. cust sales svc,
conditions apply.
Call Today! 419-861.6134

"Houses Lg & Sm Avail, all next to
campus. 0607 3.Y. (Multiple studs,
unrelated QVER 3 ALLOWED) Call
419-3530325 9am-9pm Listings
avail,24 7 at 316 E. Merry #3.
2 odrm. House. WD hookup.
storage shed. $550 mo. * util.
419-353-1556.
2 BR Furnished $585 . dep. Avail,
now. paid till Jan. lease neg. bgsuapartment@yahoo.com next to
BGSU
3 BR lg. pro*, or family house.
excellent location. $895 avail, now.
419-352 5689
3 graduating seniors looking lor
subleasers Needed lor 3 bdrm
house 5 blocks from campus.
Spring and Summer 06. 1 12 ba.
2 car garage, acheat. new carpet.
w'd S800 mo
Call Angela 419-733-0477

^£ ti t m/A?iI {f s/i*.'m£iO

Warntf/er /& 4W4M
.UK. IMI KM Ml- IIHIVI

ALL STADIUM SEATING
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
AEON FLUXlK-W I 00 3 15 5 30 / 45 10 00
JARMIAIl ,i
12453307151000
SAWN iii
12 50 7:30
ZATHURAIPGI
1 003 15 5 30 7 45 1000
. RENT iPG-131
1204157101000
Y0UBS MINE AND OURS (PC|
100 3 10
5 20 7 309:40
JUST fRIENDSiK-lli I 05 3 20 5 35 7 501005
IN THE MIX IPG-Ui
300945
WALK THE UNEIPG-IJI1 -5 4 10 7 0610 00
MARRY POTTER AND THE GOBLET OF
FIRElPO-11) 12 30 1 30 3 45 4 50 7 00 8.10
DIHAiuu.ii
1:45415700930
CHICKEN LITTLElG11 00 3 00 5 00 7 00 9 00

TT/iWiW (V

Holiday
: Catering

THE FOG (PC-131
OLIVER TWIST PS 131
FUGHTPLAN(P0-!3|
JUST LIKE HEAVEN IPG-131
THE EXORCISM OF EMILY ROSE ire > ■
400 7 00 9 20
RED EYE.PC-131

11
12
13
18
21
24
25
26

Available next school year 2 -3bdrm
duplexes 1 -3 bdrm lg apt. 1 -2bdrm
upper apt partially lurnished. Available May 15. 419-352-4773 or
419-265-1061
Copper Beech subleaser wanted.
Lrg bdrm w/own bathroom.
furnished apt. $300*utii
Chris 330-327-4896

Gas heat paid, new carpet, close to
campus. 2 BR unfurnished. $600/
mo. Avail, immed. 419-409-1110.
Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E. Washington Street
419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
www.highlandmgmt.com
Quiet Tenants Desired
Houses Close to Campus
Available May or August 2006
Call 419-787-7577
Houses/Apts for 06-07 school year
12 month leases only
S.Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office Open 9 3 M F
www.bgaoartments.com
Quiet tenants prelerred
Low Monthly Rentals
$375 monthly included utilities.
phone, cable, and furniture.
No Contract

28
29
31
32
33
35
36

ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
22
23
24
27
30
34
35
36
37
40
41
42
43

Presents
Nave's neighbor
Flexible type ol armor
On every side
Sledgehammer
Florence's river
Golden Stale capital
Fellows
Calling one's sweetie?
Opposite ot neath
Gather in
British machine gun
Cost per unit
Figure of speech
Feel ill
First-class
Routine tasks
Final oldie?
Entanglements
Pod contents
Lower digit
Perplexed

44
45
46
48
50
56
57
59
60
61
62
63
64

Argon or neon
Structural beam
Points of convergence
Set in operation
Broadway platform
Prayer conclusion
Sharp spasm
Surgical line
Run off to marry
Ludicrous misuse of a
word
Saudi man
500-mi. event
Alamos. NM
Looking glasses
Takes to the tub
Model wood
Mrthful
Maxwell and
Schiaparelli
Year in Acapulco
Pace
Speechify
Sonora simoleons
Senator Kefauver
Fired up
Car frame

Takes off
"I Loves You, Porgy" singer
Love god
Get the point
Altercation at the drive-thru?
Ornamental case
Puts oil in vinegar
Poetic Ireland
Ray of "Battle Cry"
Veil material
M
King_"
Soaked in anil
Hardy wheat
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Telephone: 419-372-2851

38 Walking
39 Tiger's peg
44 In a gruesome manner
45 Add muscle
47 Mountain nymph
49 Film cuts
50 Another m Spanish
51 Lay waste to
52 Stocking shade
53 Lump of dirt
54 World's longest nver
55 Relate
56 Spider-spotter's cry
58 Tennis grouping
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</) Monday-Thursday
fy
9-00am-7:30pm

S

bookstore

3
^

Friday
9:OOam-5:30pm

Website: bookstore.bgsu.edu YourDnTversiTy^ou^rore

I

Saturday-Sunday
Noon 5:30pm

Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu

For Rent

RENT FOR MONTH OF JANUARY
FREE1 Own room in a house. Only
$255 a month A block from campus Sublease from Jan. to May.
Call (248| 408-8742 for more info, or
email at eiknapp@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Subleaser needed Dec Jan- Aug.
06. The Enclave $326' mo. turnish
ed, DW. W/D. free internet. Payonly
electric, gas, & cable. 3 Im roommates.
Conlact Kay 419-575-5564

Subleaser needed! A room in a
house close to campus lor $255 a
month. For into email Liz @
ejknapp@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Subleaser(s) wanted Dec JanMay 13, House REALLY close to
campus. $312, mo. OBO » util.
W/D.
Contact Ashley 330-321 -1405

Retired teacher and professor will
share house. 5 bdrm. 2 wood burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255/
mo includes all utilities Call after 7
and leave message. (419)352-5523.

Subleaser needed Jan.- Aug. 10,
06. $285 mo. » utilities. Lg. bdrm.
Close lo campus.
Call (419)308-4204 tor details.

Subleaser wanted. Large 3-bdrm
house Close to campus & downtown 225 E Merry. Parking. W/D.
large room avail. $300 rent + util
Contact Dave 216-408-1375

Very private room lor one subleaser Dec-May 2006. Avail, as
soon as Dec. 20th no N. Enterprise. GREAT LOCATION. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS & DOWNTOWN.
$250 mo. Call 440-263-7237

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans
•
•
•
•
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

-REE HEAT-

■
1

VMMTYSQUAM
ACAKTMINTt,

N

1 Shc«pp«i)n
' SoiUhfcU"

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t=J

www.meccabg.com

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

LOG ON TODAY

Now Leasing
for 2006

View our 2006/07 availability
View pictures, maps of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.

NOW RENTING

Call TODAY!

Stop by our office for listings
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-5800

FROBOSE RENTALS

info@meccabg.com • www.meccabg.com

These houses won't
last long
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Campbell Hill Townhouses
Looking for the perfect apartment or house for next year? Why
not combine the best of both worlds in a townhouse at Campbell
Hill. Nowhere else can you find a home only TWO BLOCKS from
campus that offers plenty of parking and is within walking distance
to the football stadium, rec center and library. Also available for your
convenience the BGSU shuttle has two stops at Campbell Hill for
those cold winter days when walking is out of the question.
Take a walk inside any of our two and three bedroom townhouses
to experience a spacious three floor unit complete with a full living
room, large kitchen and dining room, one and a half baths, and a full
size basement rec room perfect for your pool table or TV entertainment
area. Amenities in every unit include: air conditioning, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, front and back entrances, doorbells, peepholes,
miniblinds, linen closets and cable outlets in all bedrooms and the
living room.
All units come completely furnished at NO EXTRA COST. Extra
amenities included in select units are French double doors, washers/
dryers, basement patios, ceramic tile floors, and microwaves.

Call 419-352-9392
for current listing
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For Rent

[419-353-2277i

HOUSES!
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For Rent

Please Call 419-352-5211
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812 3rd St Close to 8GSU.
newly painted. 3 BR. 1 Bath,
privacy fenced in bk. yard.
$840/ mo *dep. you pay util.
Call Mary 419-474-7775

Female Roomate'Subleaser
Needed
Jan-May $240 Mo.Util 841 8th St
Furnished 2BR. 2 baths.LR.Kitchen
419-260-6863

bookstore!

brought to you by

3 4 br Apts for 06-07 school yr. 12
mo lease. Multiple students unrelated OVER 3 allowed Call 419-3083525 10am- 10pm 619 High St.

For Rent
"Avail Now & Islol wr 1. 2. 4 & 6
bedrm apts houses, great prices •
rooms low as $199.00 mo. All next
(o campus
Call 419:353 0325 9am-9pm

The Daily Crossword Fix
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The best kept secret is the price! Three bedroom
townhouses start at $180.00 per person for five people and
two bedroom townhouses range from $183.75 (4 people)
to $245.00 (3 people). We dare you to compare- the
competition CANNOT BEAT OUR PRICES! Sign up today
for the best deal in town!
Call Greenbriar Inc. at (419) 352-0717 or visit us online at
www.greenbriarrentals.com for a complete listing of all our available
apartments and houses and layouts of our most popular units.

Hours:
Mon-Fn 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

<^Jv

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH
43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419) 352-0717
Check out our website www.greenbriarrenals.com

